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Five curriculum-aligned questions have been asked to stakeholders working in the Australian
agricultural sector. Learn about the technologies and innovations that are helping people
sustainably produce Australia's food and fibre. 

Access links and resources throughout this document to deliver a National Ag Week lesson.
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Analyse how food and fibre are produced in managed environments and how these can
become sustainable (AC9TDE8K04)
Analyse the impact of innovation and the development of technologies on designed solutions
for global preferred futures (AC9TDE8K02)
Analyse how people in design and technologies occupations consider ethical and
sustainability factors to design and produce products, services and environments
(AC9TDE8K01) 
Examine how proposed scientific responses to contemporary issues may impact on society
and explore ethical, environmental, social and economic considerations (AC9S7H03)
Examine how proposed scientific responses to contemporary issues may impact on society
and explore ethical, environmental, social and economic considerations (AC9S8H03)

Analyse how people in design and technologies occupations consider ethical, security and
sustainability factors to innovate and improve products, services and environments
(AC9TDE10K01)
Analyse the impact of innovation, enterprise and emerging technologies on designed solutions
for global preferred futures (AC9TDE10K02)
Analyse and make judgements on the ethical, secure and sustainable production and
marketing of food and fibre enterprises (AC9TDE10K04)
Investigate how advances in technologies enable advances in science, and how science has
contributed to developments in technologies and engineering (AC9S9H02)
Examine how the values and needs of society influence the focus of scientific research
(AC9S9H04)
Investigate how advances in technologies enable advances in science, and how science has
contributed to developments in technologies and engineering (AC9S10H02)
Examine how the values and needs of society influence the focus of scientific research
(AC9S10H04)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY

Learn about the importance of oyster grading in ensuring oysters are
placed in growing equipment relevant to their size at the different
stages of production. Grading oysters improves the health of the
oysters and increases production in aquaculture systems.

Hear how innovation in oyster grading technology has allowed
the grading process to be completed underwater, reducing
manual handling of the oysters. This innovation minimises stress
on the oysters, reducing losses and allowing the grading of three
different sizes of oysters to occur simultaneously, improving
efficiency and productivity.

Previous oyster grading operations were labour intensive and
time consuming. The implementation of this innovation has
allowed staff to attend to other operations in the aquaculture
production system, such as monitoring the oysters and managing
farming infrastructure to improve productivity and profitability.

STRATEGIC PROJECT MANAGER
TASMANIAN OYSTER COMPANY, HOBART, TAS

Secondary video

Access the resources by clicking
on the links below.

Secondary worksheet

https://youtu.be/8RIZoOxtX3I
https://primezone.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/Celebrate-STEM-and-Innovation-in-Food-and-Fibre-Production-Student-Worksheets-Secondary.pdf
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